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Abstract—The computational requirements of artificial intel-
ligence workloads are growing exponentially. In addition, more
and more compute is moved towards the edge due to latency
or localization constraints. At the same time, Dennard scaling
has ended and Moore’s law is winding down. These trends cre-
ated an opportunity for specialized accelerators including field-
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), but the poor support and
usability of today’s tools prevents FPGAs from being deployed
at scale for deep neural network (DNN) inference applications.
In this work, we propose an organic compiler — DOSA — that
drastically lowers the barrier for deploying FPGAs. DOSA builds
on the operation set architecture concept and integrates the DNN
accelerator components generated by existing DNN-to-FPGA
frameworks to produce an overall efficient solution. DOSA starts
from DNNs represented in the community standard ONNX and
automatically implements model- and data-parallelism, based on
the performance targets and resource footprints provided by the
user. Deploying a DNN using DOSA on 9 FPGAs exhibits a
speedup of up to 52 times compared to a CPU and 18 times
compared to a GPU.

Index Terms—MLSys, Reconfigurable hardware, Domain-
specific architectures, Compilers, Distributed Artificial Intelli-
gence, Design Tools and Techniques

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, domain-specific architectures are developed and de-
ployed to address the exponential increase of the computa-
tional demands of machine learning (ML) and artificial intelli-
gence (AI) applications. This more hardware-centric approach
was triggered by the slow down of technology scaling [1]
and the drastic increase in complexity of AI models and their
use cases [2]. Likewise, AI and ML applications are now
ubiquitous and push data processing to the edge, due to latency
or power constraints [3]–[5]. Furthermore, regulation and
privacy considerations impose additional design restrictions by
limiting the localization and movement of data. The combina-
tion of these three trends led to a “Cambrian explosion” [6]
of new AI accelerators1. While many of these accelerators are
GPUs or application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field-
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) became also increasingly
popular. FPGAs offer an attractive “middle ground” between
the lack of energy-efficiency of general-purpose GPUs and
CPUs and the lack of adaptability of full-custom ASICs. They
are energy efficient, can provide superior performance [6]–[9]
and adapt to frequent ML model changes [2], [10]. Therefore,
FPGAs are widely used for energy- and latency-constrained
ML applications at the edge [4], [5], [11]–[17].

1 Terminology: In this work, the term topology refers to the structure of a
neural network, i.e. its internal structure of operations or layers. Architecture
refers to the hardware implementation, and its properties, of a neural network
topology. Accelerator refers to the subset of an architecture (or to the
complete architecture). Framework refers to a set of scripts used to turn
a topology into an architecture (e.g. hls4ml [18]). Tool flow (or tool chain)
refers to a set of tools used to map (i.e. compile, synthesize, place and route)
an accelerator to an FPGA device.

2 https://github.com/cloudFPGA/DOSA
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Fig. 1. Deploying low-latency DNN inference at the edge using FPGAs.

A. Motivational Example
Figure 1 shows an illustrative example of a depp neural

networks (DNNs) application deployed for a low latency
inference — 1 ms or below — classification at the edge.
The model for the inference service is developed by an ML
expert, who has little or no FPGA expertise, and is specified
in a widely supported community standard, such as the Open
Neural Network eXchange (ONNX) [19]. If the DNN model is
too large to fit in the FPGA at the data source, the (remaining
part of the) DNN can be executed in a nearby edge data center.
Hence, larger DNN models may expand to multiple devices.
Despite their favorable performance and energy efficiency,
such an FPGA implementation solution must also offer com-
petitive development and deployment complexity compared to
GPU or CPU based solutions. Hence, the goal of our research
is to develop a tool flow capable of turning an ONNX model
into a distributed FPGA design, in just “one-click”.

B. Problem Statement and Contributions
Today’s DNN-to-FPGA frameworks support only a very

narrow set of DNN topologies and target devices and “coding
even simple algorithms on FPGAs remains very painful and
time-consuming” [10]. In addition, deploying large AI models
on multiple FPGAs is difficult, because most tool-flows do not
support partitioning.

In this work, we first analyze the reasons behind the
limited adoption of FPGAs for AI inference at the edge.
We use our recently proposed organic compilation concept,
which leverages the large body of FPGA-optimized building
blocks generated by exiting tools [20]. We present DOSA2, an
open source implementation of the proposed organic compiler,
which supports deployment on distributed FPGAs. In particu-
lar, the main contributions of this research are:

1) A tool to automatically distribute a DNN specified in
ONNX to multiple heterogeneous nodes within seconds,
supporting model and data parallelism leveraging organic
compilation.
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2) A unified evaluation criterion for DNN operations to find
the optimum in a heterogeneous design space.

3) The automated generation of host-to-FPGA, inter-FPGA
and intra-FPGA communication and the corresponding
software run-time environment.

4) The demonstration of an end-to-end example, running on
multiple FPGAs and outperforming CPUs and GPUs.

DOSA enables the compilation, deployment, and execution
of a DNN across distributed FPGAs with speedup gains of
up to 50 times compared to a CPU and 18 times compared
to a GPU. The paper is structured as follows: Section II
introduces the motivation behind organic compilation and
discusses prior art. This is followed by the presentation of our
organic compiler DOSA in Section III. Finally, we evaluate
our framework in depth and demonstrate an multi-FPGA end-
to-end example before we provide a conclusion.

II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

We reviewed the landscape of frameworks that can help a
user to deploy a DNN to an FPGA, and we found a signif-
icant amount of research tools [7]–[9], [13], [18], [21]–[27].
However, despite the availability of such frameworks, FPGAs
are seldom used outside of their community because they are
considered difficult to program [10], [20]. We attribute this
lack of adoption to four problems with the current state of the
art tools: First, despite the vast range of options for DNN-to-
FPGA flows, all frameworks support only a limited range of
DNN operations, or a very narrow set of target devices, or
both limitations are given [28], [29]. Second, there exists no
guide to help the user select the right framework for a given
DNN and application scenario, let alone an automated tool to
do so [20]. For example, the tool SAMO [25] improves the
efficiency of the considered specialist-frameworks by adding
common optimization passes to all of them, but does not
combine different accelerators or help the user in selecting
the right framework for a given problem. Likewise, existing
benchmarks like ECBA-MLI [30], which evaluates latency
and power consumption of different DNN deployments at the
edge, do not support FPGAs. Third, compatibility between
tool flows, frameworks and vendor tools is very limited. In
addition, a design flow breaks frequently, if just one of the
involved tools is upgraded to a newer (minor) version. Lastly,
most of today’s DNN-to-FPGA frameworks are limited to
single device use cases and can not distribute a given DNN
across multiple FPGAs, which limits the size and throughput
of the compiled DNN models.

Given the richness of existing optimized but narrow frame-
works, we envision a DNN compiler that can reuse and
combine these existing frameworks as one tool. If a certain
framework can already implement a specific part of a DNN
in an optimized way, e.g. the haddoc2 framework [22] can
synthesize 2D convolutions with certain fixed-point data types
to a high-throughput architecture, why not reuse this work and
avoid to “re-invent the wheel” again?

The foundation of organic compilation is to combine multi-
ple specialized-but-narrow frameworks into a single holistic
compiler. This requires a compiler that can reason about
different parts of the DNN, different devices, and different
frameworks in an unified way. To achieve this goal, we
build on our previously proposed Operation Set Architecture
(OSA) [20], a concept that enables the architecture-agnostic
optimization of a DNN and subsequently the selection of the
best implementation among multiple possibilities. This basic
principle is shown in Figure 2. Using the OSA, an abstract
syntax tree (AST) is built from the imported DNN and simple
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Fig. 2. Basic principle of the distributed Operation Set Architecture (OSA).

optimizations are executed. Additionally, the AST is lowered
to an intermediate representation (IR) that allows to handle
small-enough but still “meaningful” operations. In Figure
2, these are the operations conv2d, relu, max_pool2d,
which abstracts certain parts of the topology of the imported
DNN. The level of abstraction used by OSA is comparable
to the abstraction levels used by popular domain-specific
languages (DSLs) like RelayIR [31] or ONNX [32] or some
MLIR dialects [33]–[36] (cf. also [37]). In fact, also many
of the already existing DNN-to-FPGA frameworks provide IP
cores on this level of abstraction. For example, the academic
frameworks like hls4ml [13], [18], [21], haddoc2 [22], FINN
[7]–[9], or AIgean [23] provide interfaces to implement (some
kind of) a conv2d. Hence, taking architectural decisions
on this proper level of abstraction avoids a complex and
error-prone mapping of low-level instructions to an FPGA IP
core (cf. polyhedral-based compilation techniques [38], [39]).
Additionally, the abstraction level provided by OSAs enable
partitioning decisions at likewise “meaningful” steps of the
application. This allows the implementation of a fast DSE.
In the example of Figure 2, the roofline and bandwidth and
analyses (cf. Figures 3 and 4) indicates a partitioning after the
max_pool2d operation, as depicted at the lower half of the
Figure 2.

To not exceed the scope of this section, we refer the reader
to [20] for more background on OSAs and to [28], [29], or [40]
for a detailed review of existing DNN-to-FPGA frameworks.

III. DOSA: DISTRIBUTED OPERATION SET ARCHITECTURE
— OR HOW TO AUTOMATE REUSE FOR DNNS ON FPGAS

Our goal is to develop an “organic compiler” that ana-
lyzes a given DNN and selects the best-possible template-
type and implementation offered by a number of frameworks
for each arithmetic operation of this DNN. This compiler
should understand a conventional DNN exchange standard
and provide the user with insights on achievable performance,
possible bottlenecks, and how the user’s constraints influence
the architectural decision. The design-space exploration (DSE)
by this compiler should also consider partitioning, with model-
and device-parallelism as options, and should ideally take only
a few seconds, to allow frequent iterations and optimizations
with a user in the loop. Therefore, this compiler must be able
to predict performance and resource consumption for each
possible implementation quickly and reliably and must use
meaningful criteria to compare these estimates. In this section,
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Fig. 3. Roofline analysis using kilo − iterations/s for one FPGA node
(pipeline stage 5 of Figure 6).

we present the important ingredient of a unified evaluation
criterion, before we discuss every step of the flow of an organic
compiler, as shown in Figure 5.

A. A Unified Evaluation Criterion: Replacing FLOP/s on
FPGAs

The core feature of our organic compiler for DNNs is
its ability to automatically select from different specialist-
frameworks the best mix of implementations on a mix of
devices for a given application. This ability requires not only
the “packing” of different implementations into the same cat-
egories, hence the selection of a DSL IR as done by the OSA,
but also the possibility to evaluate two semantically identical,
but differently implemented operations, based on predicted re-
source consumption or performance characteristics. Therefore,
unified measurements to compare these numbers are needed,
to be able to select the most efficient implementation available.

One natural criterion to compare the performance of differ-
ent hardware implementations and to judge their effectiveness
is to calculate their achieved FLOPs

s (or just FLOPS), i.e.
a measurement of how many arithmetic (floating point) op-
erations can be done in one second. The notion of FLOPS
historically originates from CPUs and their floating point
units or central arithmetic logic units, but it is also used for
FPGAs to compare their performance in marketing [41] and
research [42]. It also appears to be a useful measurement
for the purpose of our compiler, since we know what the
necessary arithmetic steps for e.g. a 2D convolutions are,
and we know the size and used data types of all inputs and
parameters. Hence, we can calculate the necessary FLOPS of
each operation and then, based on the architecture type, infer
how long each available implementation would take as well as
how many FPGA resources would be consumed. This would
fit well with our roofline analysis, typically based on FLOPS,
since it is the established way to determine the potential
performance of a given algorithm on a given hardware and
to identify potential performance bottlenecks (cf. [20]).

However, after building our compiler with this approach,
we noticed that the training of a prediction function like

f(FLOPS, operation, framework) → resource usage, latency

is very difficult and in most cases quite inaccurate, even if
we consider the detailed operation, data type, and sparsity of
the weights, as well as using conservative approaches and not
(marketing) data sheets (cf. [43]). As a short demonstration,
we show in Table I selected examples of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, or comparison, which could all be
seen as one FLOP or integer operation (IOP). Even for this
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very small sample, the deviation between the implementations
is significant. Also, most of these operations do not use
digital signal processors (DSPs), as would be expected or is
indicated by some data sheets. After some investigation of this
behavior, we concluded that measuring the performance and
efficiency of reconfigurable hardware, with its core features
of customization of the data path and control flow for each
algorithm, using a metric, which is supposed to express the
performance of a fixed hardware on all kind of computations,
is a conceptually flawed approach. Due to the wide design
space of a single arithmetic operation, from one LUT for 1-
bit multiplication up to multiple DSPs and hundreds of LUTs
for larger floating point multiplications, on one side and on the
other side the “fuzziness” of a “FLOP/IOP”, the prediction of
resource usage and performance using FLOPS is not suitable
for FPGAs. For example, how many FLOPS does a max
pooling operation, which performs only comparisons, use? Or
how to account for the data paths that are necessary to bring
the data to these comparators (cf. [44])? Such questions must
be answered by a compiler during a DSE phase. This misfit of
concepts is also not solved by measuring a few representative
example implementations on the targeted FPGA, calculating
their FLOPS and taking these measurements as a baseline
(cf. [42]), since all the different possible optimizations for a
slightly different algorithm or even just a different parameter
lead to high uncertainty again.

Consequently, we needed to find a different measure that
may not be as general as FLOPS but more accurate and more
helpful. Hence, we decided to use iterations

s , for one specific
unit under consideration. For example, when comparing two
max pooling implementations for the same operation the
compiler can compare both implementations in terms of pos-
sible iterations per second and resource consumption. Based
on this throughput calculation, the latency can be derived
directly, if this is the optimization goal of interest. Similarly,
when comparing multiple operations on different FPGAs, the
compiler can easily determine what the total iterations/s
for each node is, since the total performance depends on the
slowest operation and possible parallel executions. Finally,
implementations of complete DNNs can also be compared,
since the total iterations per second can be calculated likewise
by selecting the iterations of the bottlenecks.

While this may sound like a minor difference to us-
ing FLOPS, the implications are substantial. First, the used
iterations/s numbers are always bound to specific domain-
specific instructions and therefore more precise or “meaning-
ful”. For example, the performance roof of the roofline in
Figure 3 applies to the set of operations scheduled on this
particular FPGA. Second, how long one iteration takes can



TABLE I
EXCERPTS FROM THE RESOURCE USAGE OF ONE-FLOP/IOP-LIKE OPERA-

TIONS ON KINTEX ULTRASCALE FPGAS [45]–[47].

Operation Resource usage
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32 bit int add/sub 0 104 36 0 604 3
1 0 1 0 631 2

32 bit uint add/sub 0 106 59 0 571 3
28 bit const. coeff. int mult. 0 68 121 3.5 286 3

35 bit int mult. 4 69 18 0 631 6
12 bit uint mult. 0 173 125 0 467 3

32 bit float add/sub 2 311 189 0 539

N/A

0 578 349 0 643
32 bit float comparison 0 12 48 0 1,155

32 bit int to float conversion 0 228 157 0 635

32 bit float mult.
2 166 90 0 568
3 123 73 0 594
0 695 570 0 590

32 bit float division 0 1,383 763 0 598
1 bit mult. on Zynq [9] 0 1 1 0 >200 N/A

be easily measured in hardware or by analyzing simulations.
Hence, the measure is not as fuzzy as FLOPS. Third, the
measured iteration accounts for all hardware that is necessary
to perform the specified operation on the specified inputs,
e.g. it counts the necessary FIFOs for buffering, logic for the
control-flow, or all needed comparators. Finally, we noticed
after some experiments that performance and resource usage
predictions based on existing measurements of iterations (i.e.
frequency
latency ) for a specific size of inputs and parameters are

more accurate than using FLOPS. This unit of measurement
is also compatible with the our idea to use a roofline analysis
as basis for the DSE. The meaning of the OI in this type
of roofline analysis is the same: The higher the intensity, the
fewer bytes are used for one iteration. Hence, the “bandwidth-
barriers” are still valid (cf. Figure 3). Subsequently, we decided
to use iterations

s as criterion when comparing the performance
of different available implementations of one specific opera-
tion in the AST.

B. Flow of an Organic Compiler for Distributed FPGAs
Figure 5 shows the flow diagram of our organic compiler.

Such an organic compiler requires a DSE phase that can ana-
lyze the DNN and which knows about the characteristics of the
available frameworks. Consequently, an organic compiler has
four inputs: The DNN A , specified in a community standard
as e.g. ONNX [19], the targeted performance and resource
constraints B , the description of the targeted devices E , and
the available specialist frameworks as library D .

The flow starts 1 with the import of the DNN and the
execution of straightforward optimizations, such as constant
folding, dead code elimination or operator fusion. Also, an
AST of the DNN is built. In parallel, the library of specialist
DNN-to-FPGA frameworks D and the library of available
target platforms E are imported 2 and prepared for the
DSE using the evaluation criterion developed in the previous
section iterations

s C . In the next step 3 , the characterizations
of step 2 are then used to annotate the AST of the DNN
operation-wise using a roofline-like analysis (cf. Figure 3), to-
gether with the library of available platform characterizations.

Afterwards, having a detailed AST annotation, the DSE
phase starts with partitioning the DNN 4 , if required by the
size or throughput requirements of the DNN. The partitioning
is based on the roofline-analysis (see Figure 3) and bandwidth-
analysis (see Figure 4). Next, based on an updated roofline
analysis and the estimated latencies between nodes, high-level
architectural decisions are made 5 . Foremost, this decision
involves to decide if weights of the operations of the DNN
can be stored in an off-chip memory or if it has to stay
on-chip, because the available bandwidth would not allow
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Fig. 5. Flow of an organic compilation to (distributed) FPGAs.

to load them fast enough (cf. [20]). Also, the best available
specialist framework that can implement the decided micro-
architecture with the derived performance requirements is
selected. Next 6 , if multiple target devices are available,
the best candidates are selected in this step. This step also
includes to calculate the resources necessary for the “glue
logic” between the selected accelerator blocks. Here, it could
be that this glue logic consumes more resources that are left
on some devices. In that case, this result is annotated and the
compiler continues with another partition step. After a valid
solution is found, or in case the compiler fails to find one,
the user is informed about the resulting performance, resource
footprints, and potential bottlenecks F . As seventh step 7 ,
the details of the communication between FPGA nodes are de-
cided, if the solution consists of multiple nodes. This involves
finding the best synchronization pattern and deciding the type
of serialization of multi-dimensional tensors. These decisions
influence the latency between FPGA nodes only minimally,
since they are all implemented in a data-flow architecture as
part of the network stack of the FPGA logic [48], [49]. For
the inter-node communication, DOSA builds on the ZRLMPI
framework [50], [51]. This framework provides FPGA cores
and CPU software to synchronize FPGA and CPU nodes
at run-time by implementing a subset of the MPI standard.
Therefore, DOSA instantiates the necessary Message Passing
Engines from the ZLRMPI framework and connects them to
the accelerator cores within the FPGA node. Additionally, this
network adapter core has the communication plan of the node
as table. This communication plan is generated by DOSA and
applies all parallelizations that were inserted by the DSE, i.e.
horizontal and vertical model parallelism and data parallelism.
Here, also the abstraction level of the OSA helps, since the
communication pattern of the operations can be derived in a
straightforward way at this IR level (cf. Figure 2). For non-byte
aligned data-types, on top of ZRLMPI, DOSA can leverage
the PHRYCTORIA framework as a messaging system, which
supports dynamically-adapted mixed-precision workloads for
transprecision [52]. Lastly, the network streams and memory



TABLE II
DNN-TO-FPGA FRAMEWORKS: PRODUCTIVITY ANALYSIS.

Framework
supports
ONNX
import

supports
distrib.
FPGAs

manual
scheduling or
partitioning

required

automated
deployment

DOSA
(this research) yes yes no yes
AIgean [23] no yes no no
hls4ml [13], [21] yes no no no
haddoc2 [22]
req. legacy BVLC-Caffe no no no no
Brevitas + FINN
[8], [9], [53] no (up to 2)

[54] partly partly

VitisAI [55] no no depends on
the model partly

TABLE III
EXAMPLE TOPOLOGIES FOR EVALUATION (ALL USING 8BIT WEIGHTS).

Task Network
topology # Conv. # Dense Parameter

(KB)
Jet Tagging CERN 3 layer 0 4 4.4

Hand Gestures MPCNN 3 2 70.3

MNIST TFC 0 4 59.2
LeNet-5 3 2 32.6

CIFAR-10 PTTDNN 3 2 32.6

buses are connected to the corresponding interfaces offered by
the Shell of the selected target platforms (cf. [49], [51]).

Finally, if all decisions are made, the specialist frameworks
are called to generate the desired building blocks 8 . Addition-
ally, the HDL of the glue logic is emitted, and all components
are integrated into top-level HDL design files. This step
includes the generation of the corresponding software run-time
environment to manage the resulting cluster of FPGAs. As
last step 9 , synthesis, place and route is executed per FPGA
node. In this work, the presented DSE phase assumes that the
weights of the input topology are already quantized. While an
automated optimization of different data-types throughout the
DNN topology would be feasible and sometimes necessary [7],
[24], [26], [56], [57], it is out of scope for this research.

IV. EVALUATION

In this Section we evaluate and quantify the benefits of
DOSA. We start by comparing the productivity-gains of DOSA
in contrast to existing frameworks. Second, we evaluate the
coverage of a model zoo by different OSGs and their com-
bination. Third, we analyze the DSE on the basis of multiple
DNNs. Lastly, we demonstrate the use of DOSA to deploy an
AI inference application across multiple FPGAs.

A. Productivity
One of our main goals is lowering the barrier for the

deployment of FPGAs by non-FPGA experts. We measure our
progress by comparing our developed tool with other DNN-
to-FPGA tools offered by academia and industry in Table II.
DOSA has a simple command line interface to automatically
compile, build and deploy a DNN on a heterogeneous, dis-
tributed cluster. Due to the roofline, bandwidth, parameter, and
device-compatibility analysis of DOSA, the scheduling and
partitioning is possible completely without any involvement of
the user. Alternative frameworks like FINN or VitisAI require
the user to program in python, C++, and HLS to adapt the
accelerator to the user’s needs. Hence, without DOSA, a user
who wants to deploy such a DNN is required to manually
identify which part is supported by which framework, partition
the DNN, generate the partial designs, and — depending on
the framework — write the necessary glue logic manually.
DOSA automates this completely and creates required build
and deploy scripts. Furthermore, DOSA supports the very pop-
ular community standard ONNX. Table II summarizes some
important features that aid user’s productivity. In summary,
DOSA improves the productivity of the user significantly and
offers better coverage of ONNX than comparable frameworks.

TABLE IV
OPERATION COVERAGE OF DIFFERENT DNN-TO-FPGA FRAMEWORKS.

Example
Operation coverage of individual frameworks

haddoc2 hls4ml TIPS
DOSA

(the combination,
this research)

CERN 3 layer 0.27 1.0 1.0 1.0
MPCNN 0.76 0.82 0.52 1.0
TFC 0.27 1.0 0.90 1.0
LeNet-5 0.76 0.88 0.58 1.0
PTTDNN 0.81 0.81 0.19 1.0

TABLE V
RESULTS OF DOSA DSE

Example Number of
FPGA nodes

Predicted
throughput

(iops)
DSE time

(s)
CERN 3 layer 1 78,397.17 0.89

MPCNN 15 9,945.26 0.11
TFC 1 6,399.77 0.78

LeNet-5 18 5,066.91 0.20
PTTDNN 9 17,421.59 0.08

B. Coverage of DNN Operations by Combining Frameworks
The key motivation behind developing DOSA was to be able

to combine different specialist DNN-to-FPGA frameworks and
leverage this existing expertise. We observed that most of the
frameworks support only a very narrow set of DNNs, espe-
cially academic tools like haddoc2, hls4ml or TIPS [20]. For
example, the PTTDNN, which is discussed in Section IV-D,
can’t be implemented by either haddoc2 nor hls4ml alone,
since both do not support all necessary operations. To quantify
this observation, Table IV shows the share of operations that
can be implemented by each framework for a number of
DNNs. The DNN topologies and their application areas are
specified in Table III. The combination of these specialist
frameworks by DOSA can cover all necessary operations, as
is shown in the last column of Table IV. Hence, DOSA does
not only improve the productivity, but significantly increase
the topologies that can be implemented on FPGAs.

C. DOSA Design-Space Exploration
The primary use-case for DOSA are high-throughput or low-

latency inference applications, potentially in a heterogeneous
edge environment (cf. Figure 1). Therefore, we evaluated the
generated architectures for a number of topologies for this
application domain (cf. examples in Section I-A). For each
of these DNNs, DOSA was invoked to generate a distributed
FPGA design with the goal to achieve at least 5000 iops
(inference-operations per second). After determining the min-
imum number of FPGAs required to achieve the performance
goal, DOSA maximizes the throughput by fully utilizing the
FPGA nodes, even if this exceeds the performance goal. The
results of this analysis are printed in Table V. In all cases, the
performance goal is achieved. Additionally, the DSE including
the generation of all FPGA designs, build scripts, and software
run-time environment, takes less than 1 s, which is significantly
faster then related state of the art (cf. [54]).

D. Using DOSA for High-throughput Low-latency Inference
Finally, we demonstrate DOSA end-to-end with one DNN

for classification of the CIFAR-10 data set using the PTTDNN
topology (PyTorch Tutorial DNN, based on [58], see Ta-
ble III) and use this application to discuss all aspects of the
DSE for partitioned DNNs in depth. Figure 6 shows how
the CIFAR-10 DNN is partitioned across nine FPGAs. We
use the IBM∗∗ cloudFPGA platform [48], [49], [59], [60]
as testbed for distributed edge FPGA environments. This
platform consists of disaggregated Kintex KU060 FPGAs
(xcku060-ffva1156-2-i), each with a direct 10 GbE
network attachment. The Shell of the FPGAs consumes ap-
proximately 50 % of the total FPGA. Hence the part that is
available for use by DOSA are up to 40 % of the resources
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Fig. 6. One example of a DNN spread (PTTDNN) across 9 FPGAs. The CPU client just performs send and receive calls.

TABLE VI
RESULTS OF THE PTTDNN INFERENCE SERVICE ON THREE PLATFORMS.

Devices
Measured

throughput
(iops)

End-to-end
latency

(ms)

Average
power
(W)

Total
energy
per inf.

(J)
9x KU060 FPGAs (156 MHz) 3,853.25∗ 0.259 77.31 0.020
1x Xeon E5-2630 (2.4 GHz) 73.38 13.627 123.69 1.686
1x Tesla K40c (745 MHz) 211.81 4.721 129.51 0.676
∗: Limited by the single-socket CPU client.

of a Kintex KU060, since a target resource utilization >90 %
lead to routing or timing failures. To compare the inference
service offered by standalone FPGAs with CPUs, we deployed
PTTDNN using pytorch on an Intel‡ Xeon E5-2630 v3 CPU
with 8 cores and 126 GB memory running Ubuntu 20.04.
We also measured the same service using a Nvidia Tesla
K40c (GK180GL). We have selected devices of comparable
technology nodes (CPU 22 nm, FPGA 20 nm, GPU 28 nm).
Since more and more embedded and edge components are
connected via the standard “internet stack” TCP/UDP/IP [11],
[12], [18], we use integrated network interfaces for inter-FPGA
communication and the connection to the services, which send
the source data and collect the results. The batch size for all
experiments was set to one as demanded by the low-latency
inference applications described in Section I-A, e.g. for an
industrial vision classification. The CPU client is not counted
towards the power consumption in all cases. The results of our
experiments are shown in Table VI.

First, this example shows the value of DOSA, because this
frameworks enables multi-FPGA inference with “one click”.
The partitioning across FPGAs, glue logic writing, commu-
nication implementation, and software run-time generation is
completely automated. We estimate that an experienced FPGA
developer would require roughly one or two months to perform
the same tasks manually with the current flows available, as
shown in Section II. Next, the results in Table VI exhibit the
potential of disaggregated network-attached FPGAs for low
latency classification applications. The inference requests to
the DNN distributed across nine FPGAs are served within
0.3 ms, 52 times faster compared with a CPU-based service,
and 18 times faster compared with the GPU. Likewise, the
FPGAs are at least 84 times more energy efficient compared
to the CPU and at least 30 times more energy efficient than
a GPU. This highlights also the advantage of disaggregation,
since the GPU alone would consume roughly 19 W but needs
a CPU attached to respond to network requests or to connect
with other data sources. Furthermore, the throughput of the
nine FPGA example in Figure 6 is close to 4000 iops, with
the measured peak throughput of the slowest pipeline stage
(stage 5 in the figure) at 17,970 iops. This exceeds the required
5000 iops by far and highlights the fact that performance
and resource consumption are not correlated linearly. For
example, a design for PTTDNN with a performance goal less
than 1000 iops would require only one FPGA. To achieve
such a high throughput, the DNN is completely implemented
with streaming architectures, i.e. haddoc2 and hls4ml. Despite
the all-streaming architecture, the advantage of combining
different operators can be seen here as well: The first layers,

i.e. pipeline stages 1 – 4 in Figure 6, are implemented without
any reuse using the haddoc2 framework, i.e. every weight has
a dedicated multiplication or addition circuit. Consequently,
the network must be partitioned across nine FPGAs, despite
the relatively small number of parameters. The scheduling of
only one max pooling operation on FPGA of pipeline stage
3 in Figure 6 appears to be sub-optimal, but this operation
can’t be added to the FPGAs of stage 2 or 4, since they are
fully consumed by the convolutional operations. Hence, DOSA
would select larger FPGAs for this stages, but those aren’t
available in our current testbed. The last layer is implemented
using hls4ml with a reuse factor of 32. This results in lower
throughput, which is still sufficient due to the lower required
bandwidth at the end of the DNN (cf. Figure 4). Additionally,
haddoc2 can’t implement dense operations while hls4ml would
consume a lot more resources for the same convolutions. As
seen, combining two different OSGs results is a more efficient
solution.

V. CONCLUSION

Boosting the adoption of FPGAs for AI requires an organic
compiler ecosystem that offers holistic solutions for a wide
range of neural networks and are usable by non-FPGA experts.
Once FPGAs are accessible to a growing community, their
flexibility will mitigate performance bottlenecks, their low
and predictable latency enables new edge applications, and
their energy efficiency decreases the energy-footprint of AI
applications. To achieve this goal, we propose and implement
an organic compiler combined with the concept of Opera-
tion Set Architectures. This allows us to combine a large
number of existing, but narrow, DNN-to-FPGA frameworks.
Furthermore, the demonstrated one-click open-source organic
compiler DOSA does not only increase the scope of potential
solutions, it also increases the efficiency and is able to dis-
tribute large DNNs across many FPGAs automatically. Our
results for a low latency DNN inference service on multiple
FPGAs reveal a speedup of 18 and 84 times, and an energy
efficiency-increase of 30 and 52 times compared to a GPU and
CPU, respectively. We hope that our research showcases the
advantage of combining specialized — yet restricted —- DNN-
to-FPGA frameworks into one organic compiler, using the
presented notion of Operation Set Architectures and Operation
Set Generators and helps to lower the barrier for a wider
deployment of FPGAs for AI.
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